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Landau-Devonshire Derived Phase Diagram of the BiFeO3-PbTiO3 

Solid Solution 

T. E. Hooper & A. J. Bell 

Abstract 

Since the construction of the first structural phase diagram of the BiFeO3-PbTiO3 solid solution, there has 

been ambiguity as to the true location of the morphotropic phase boundary. In this study a Landau-

Devonshire (LD) derived phase diagram has been constructed in order to provide a mathematically derived 

perspective. The compositional dependence on properties has been modelled as a linear dependence 

between the landau coefficients of each end member. It is found that the only structural phases found below 

TC are rhombohedral and tetragonal which at 25°C shows an MPB at 0.696BiFeO3-0.304PbTiO3. The MPB 

also shows a temperature dependence similar to other ferroelectric solid solutions in which the tetragonal-

rhombohedral phase transition moves towards higher BiFeO3 contents at higher temperatures. Although 

the replication of the experimentally observed phase diagram can be constructed, this method is found to 

be insufficient for describing the spontaneous strain behaviour. 

[Key words: Thermodynamics, bismuth ferrite lead titanate, phase diagram, Landau-Devonshire] 

1 Introduction 

The solid solution between rhombohedral BiFeO3 and tetragonal PbTiO3 is of great scientific and technological interest due it╆s large TC compared to market dominant Pb(Zr,Ti)O3 [1], the ability to exhibit 

multiferroic behaviour at room temperature [2, 3, 4, 5] and analogous to high-performance piezoelectric 

materials possesses a morphotropic phase boundary (MPB) [1, 6]. However the compositional location of 

this structural phase transition from a rhombohedral-tetragonal coexistence to pure rhombohedral phase 

is ambiguous with different values being reported. The initial phase diagram constructed by Fedulov et al. 

[1] shows a rhombohedral-tetragonal mixed phase region spanning from 66mol% to 73mol% BiFeO3. Since 

then, Woodward et al. [7] have reported a mixed phase region from 60-70mol% BiFeO3, Sunder et al. [8] 

found the MPB to be located between 70-80mol% BiFeO3 and Bell et al. [9] found a rhombohedral-tetragonal 

coexistence from 40-70mol% BiFeO3. Other reported locations for the MPB are between 67-71mol% [10], 

60-80mol% [4] and 72-82mol% BiFeO3 [11]. The discrepancy between values originates from the extremely 

large spontaneous strain which results in large internal stresses and high sensitivity to sample form, 

processing and preparation conditions which can influence and distort x-ray diffraction patterns and 

therefore the location of the MPB [7, 9]. Factors such as intergranular stresses imparted on by grinding and 

polishing, crushing and annealing can all have a significant impact on structural characterisation. 
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Here, LD theory has been applied in order to shed light on the location of the MPB from a theoretical, 

thermodynamic perspective and thus avoids the complexities associated with influences stemming from 

material processing. 

2 Methodology 

Landau-Devonshire (LD) theory has been a useful and powerful tool since it was first applied to 

ferroelectrics in the mid-20th century [12, 13] and remains relevant today. LD theory considers the free 

energy of a ferroelectric within the vicinity of a phase transition as a function of temperature, field, stress 

and an order parameter. The order parameter represents a value which is zero in the high-symmetry phase 

and non-zero in the lower symmetry phase [14] and is usually taken as the macroscopic polarisation. The LD free energy ゅッG) of a single domain, single crystal truncated to the sixth-order can be expressed 

as shown in Equation (1). 

 弘罫痛墜痛銚鎮 噺 糠怠岫鶏怠態 髪 鶏態態 髪 鶏戴態岻 髪 糠怠怠岫鶏怠替 髪 鶏態替 髪 鶏戴替岻 髪 糠怠態岫鶏怠態鶏態態 髪 鶏態態鶏戴態 髪 鶏戴態鶏怠態岻 髪 糠怠怠怠岫鶏怠滞 髪 鶏態滞 髪 鶏戴滞岻髪 糠怠怠態岫鶏怠替岷鶏態態 髪 鶏戴態峅 髪 鶏態替岷鶏怠態 髪 鶏戴態峅 髪 鶏戴替岷鶏怠態 髪 鶏態態峅岻 髪 糠怠態戴岫鶏怠滞鶏態滞鶏戴滞岻伐 なに 嫌怠怠牒 岫隙怠態 髪 隙態態 髪 隙戴態岻 伐 嫌怠態牒 岫隙怠隙態 髪 隙態隙戴 髪 隙戴隙怠岻 伐 なに 嫌替替牒 盤隙替態 髪 隙泰態 髪 隙滞態匪伐 芸怠怠岫隙怠鶏怠態 髪 隙態鶏態態 髪 隙戴鶏戴態岻 髪 芸怠態岷隙怠岫鶏態態 髪 鶏戴態岻 髪 隙態岫鶏怠態 髪 鶏戴態岻 髪 隙戴岫鶏怠態 髪 鶏態態岻峅伐 芸替替岫隙替鶏態鶏戴 髪 隙泰鶏怠鶏戴 髪 隙滞鶏怠鶏態岻 伐 継怠鶏怠 伐 継態鶏態 伐 継戴鶏戴 

(1) 

 

Where Pi are the orthogonal polarisation components, ゎijk are the dielectric stiffness or Landau 

coefficients, sij are the elastic compliances, Xi is stress, Qij are the electrostriction coefficients and Ei is electric 

field. 

For a stress-free (Xi =0) single crystal in the absence of an electric field (Ei =0), the solutions to Equation 

(1) are structurally dependent and are shown in Equation (2) for the cubic, tetragonal, orthorhombic and 

rhombohedral phases. 

Cubic - 鶏怠 噺 鶏態 噺 鶏戴 噺 ど 

Tetragonal - 鶏怠 噺 鶏態 噺 ど┹ 鶏戴 塙 ど 

Orthorhombic - 鶏怠 噺 ど┹ 鶏態 噺 鶏戴 塙 ど 

 Rhombohedral - 鶏怠 噺 鶏態 噺 鶏戴 塙 ど (2) 

It is worth noting that the monoclinic phase has not been considered in this study due to the limitations 

in the available Landau coefficients which require dielectric stiffness coefficients up to the eighth order to 

be evaluated. By applying the conditions in Equation (2) to Equation (1), the free energy functions for each 

structural phase can be determined: 
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ッ罫頂通長沈頂 噺 ど 

 ッ罫痛勅痛 噺 糠怠鶏戴態 髪 糠怠怠鶏戴替 髪 糠怠怠怠鶏戴滞 

 ッ罫墜追痛朕 噺 糠怠岫鶏態態 髪 鶏戴態岻 髪 糠怠怠岫鶏態替 髪 鶏戴替岻 髪 糠怠態岫鶏態態鶏戴態岻 髪 糠怠怠怠岫鶏態滞 髪 鶏戴滞岻 髪 糠怠怠態岫鶏態替鶏戴態 髪 鶏戴替鶏態態岻 

 ッ罫追朕墜陳 噺 糠怠岫鶏怠態 髪 鶏態態 髪 鶏戴態岻 髪 糠怠怠岫鶏怠替 髪 鶏態替 髪 鶏戴替岻 髪 糠怠態岫鶏怠態鶏態態 髪 鶏態態鶏戴態 髪 鶏怠態鶏戴態岻 髪 糠怠怠怠岫鶏怠滞 髪 鶏態滞 髪 鶏戴滞岻髪 糠怠怠態岫鶏怠替岷鶏態態 髪 鶏戴態峅 髪 鶏態替岷鶏怠態 髪 鶏戴態峅 髪 鶏戴替岷鶏怠態 髪 鶏態態峅岻 髪 糠怠態戴鶏怠態鶏態態鶏戴態 

(3) 

 

 By using the appropriate structurally dependent conditions listed in Equation (2) and minimising 

the free energy (ツG【ツPi = 0), the values for the spontaneous polarisation components can be determined 

using the quadratic relation: 

 鶏態 噺 貸長罰ヂ長鉄貸替銚頂態銚  (4) 

  Tetragonal - 欠 噺 糠怠┹ 決 噺 に糠怠怠┹ 潔 噺 ぬ糠怠怠怠 

 Orthorhombic - 欠 噺 糠怠┹  決 噺 に糠怠怠 髪 糠怠態┹  潔 噺 ぬ糠怠怠怠 髪 ぬ怠怠態 

 Rhombohedral - 欠 噺 糠怠┹  決 噺 に糠怠怠 髪 に糠怠態┹  潔 噺 ぬ糠怠怠怠 髪 は糠怠怠態 髪 糠怠態戴   (5) 

The elastic spontaneous strain is calculated by differentiating the free energy as a function of stress 

(ツッG【ツXi): 

Cubic - 捲怠 噺 捲態 噺 捲戴 噺 捲替 噺 捲泰 噺 捲滞 噺 ど 

Tetragonal - 捲怠 噺 捲態 噺 芸怠態鶏戴態┹ 捲戴 噺 芸怠怠鶏戴態┹ 捲替 噺 捲泰 噺 捲滞 噺 ど 

Orthorhombic - 捲怠 噺 に芸怠態鶏戴態┹ 捲態 噺 捲戴 噺 岫芸怠怠 髪 芸怠態岻鶏戴態┹ 捲替 噺 芸替替鶏戴態┹ 捲泰 噺 捲滞 噺 ど 

 Rhombohedral - 捲怠 噺 捲態 噺 捲戴 噺 岫芸怠怠 髪 芸怠態岻鶏戴態┹ 捲替 噺 捲泰 噺 捲滞 噺 芸替替鶏戴態  (6) 

 

In order to replicate the compositional-dependence of properties for the BiFeO3-PbTiO3 solid solution, a 

linear relationship was employed to extrapolate between the fourth-order and sixth-order dielectric 

stiffness coefficients and the electrostriction coefficients for lead titanate and bismuth ferrite taken from 

[15] and [16], respectively. The second-order dielectric stiffness term for lead titanate was calculated using 

the Curie-Weiss constant taken from [15] and for bismuth ferrite was determined using linear extrapolation 

of the Curie-Weiss constant against Curie temperature for unary perovskites [17] using the accepted value 

of 827°C [16]. The linear relationship between the Curie temperature of each end member is also employed. 

Whilst this methodology is straightforward, Heitmann and Rossetti [18] were able to replicate the 

experimentally observed phase diagrams for PZT, PMN-PT and PZN-PT by applying Vegard╆s law to TC, the 
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temperature independent second-order power term (ゎ0) and fourth-order power term (ゎ12) between end 

members. 

劇寵喋庁牒脹 噺 岫な 伐 捲岻劇寵牒脹 髪 岫捲岻劇寵喋庁 

 系寵調喋庁牒脹 噺 岫な 伐 捲岻系寵調牒脹 髪 岫捲岻系寵調喋庁  

 糠怠怠喋庁牒脹 噺 岫な 伐 捲岻糠怠怠牒脹 髪 岫捲岻糠怠怠喋庁 

 糠怠態喋庁牒脹 噺 岫な 伐 捲岻糠怠態牒脹 髪 岫捲岻糠怠態喋庁 

 糠怠怠怠喋庁牒脹 噺 岫な 伐 捲岻糠怠怠怠牒脹 髪 岫捲岻糠怠怠怠喋庁  

 糠怠怠態喋庁牒脹 噺 岫な 伐 捲岻糠怠怠態牒脹 髪 岫捲岻糠怠怠態喋庁  

 糠怠態戴喋庁牒脹 噺 岫な 伐 捲岻糠怠態戴牒脹 髪 岫捲岻糠怠態戴喋庁  

 芸怠怠喋庁牒脹 噺 岫な 伐 捲岻芸怠怠牒脹 髪 岫捲岻芸怠怠喋庁  

 芸怠態喋庁牒脹 噺 岫な 伐 捲岻芸怠態牒脹 髪 岫捲岻芸怠態喋庁  

 芸替替喋庁牒脹 噺 岫な 伐 捲岻芸替替牒脹 髪 岫捲岻芸替替喋庁     (7) 

 

 

Table 1: Landau coefficients used for PbTiO3 and BiFeO3 

Coefficient PbTiO3 BiFeO3 

TC (°C) 492.2 827 

CCW (105 °Cク1) 1.50 2.04* 

ゎ11 (107m5/[C2.F]) -7.252 22.9 

ゎ12 (108m5/[C2.F]) 7.5 3.06 

ゎ111 (108m9/[C4.F]) 2.606 0.599 

ゎ112 (108m9/[C4.F]) 6.1 -0.000334 

ゎ123 (109m9/[C4.F]) -3.66 -0.178 

Q11 (10-2m4/C2) 0.089 0.032 

Q12 (10-2m4/C2) -0.026 -0.016 

Q44 (10-2m4/C2) 0.0675 0.02 

Ref. [15] [16], *[17] 

 

3 Results & Discussion 

Figure 1 shows the free energy as a function of temperature for (x)BiFeO3-(1-x)PbTiO3 where x=0.60, 0.65, 

0.675, 0.70, 0.75 and 0.80 for the rhombohedral, orthorhombic and tetragonal phases. As well as the location 

of the MPB, there is also debate as to which structural phases are present. Previous reports [4] have 

observed a tetragonal-rhombohedral-orthorhombic coexistence at the MPB using conventional x-ray 

diffraction. Further evidence for the presence of a possible orthorhombic phase was postulated from 
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electron diffraction studies which showed additional reflections to those of the rhombohedral and 

tetragonal phases suggesting the presence of a lower symmetry phase [7]. However Reitveld refinement of 

x-ray powder diffractions by Bhattacharjee et al. [10] show that the MPB consists of a tetragonal-monoclinic 

coexistence, showing no evidence for the presence of a rhombohedral or orthorhombic phase. In this study, 

the line which represents the free energy of the orthorhombic phase always lies above those of the 

rhombohedral and tetragonal phases, indicating that it is an unstable or metastable phase for the 

compositions shown in Figure 1. 

For compositions where x=0.60, 0.65 and 0.675, the most stable structural phase is always tetragonal 

with no intermediate ferroelectric-ferroelectric phase transitions occurring between 0°C and TC. For x=0.70 

a rhombohedral-tetragonal phase transition occurs at approximately 40°C and remains tetragonal until TC. 

At compositions x=0.75 and x=0.80, this transition occurs at higher temperatures suggesting a temperature 

dependent MPB. 

Using the results from Figure 1, a phase diagram is constructed by calculating the difference in free 

energies of the rhombohedral and tetragonal phases over all compositions and temperatures. 

 ッ罫 噺 】罫痛勅痛】 伐 】罫追朕墜陳】 (8) On this basis┸ it is assumed that a stable tetragonal phase is present when ッG >0, a rhombohedral phase is present at ッG <ど and a morphotropic phase boundary is present at ッG =0 where there is a degeneracy in 

energy states between the two. 

Figure 2 shows the thermodynamically derived phase diagram of BiFeO3-PbTiO3 calculated using 

Equation (8). According to Figure 2 the location of the MPB at 25°C is x=0.696 showing good agreement with 

previously quoted values of x=0.70 [7, 9, 10]. Furthermore as LD theory assumes a macroscopic polarisation 

of a single-domain single crystal, it is unsurprising that Figure 2 demonstrates a sharp MPB with no broad 

mixed phase region. Although this is contrary to many studies on polycrystalline BiFeO3PbTiO3, the 

phenomenon of phase coexistence has been shown to be grain size related [19] with samples possessing 

larger grains and single crystals exhibiting pure tetragonal and rhombohedral structures at either side of 

the MPB [20, 21, 22]. 

Figure 3 shows the spontaneous strain as a function of composition at 25°C. According to this work the 

spontaneous strain decreases from pure lead titanate towards the MPB, at which point the axial (x3) and 

lateral (x1ょ strain ╅collapse╆ when a rhombohedral phase is formed and the lattice parameters become equal. 

Within the rhombohedral region, the axial and lateral strain increase from 0.0% for pure BiFeO3 to 0.20% 

at the MPB and shear strain (x4,5,6) increase from 0.42% for BiFeO3 to 0.61% at the MPB. Whilst the location 

of the MPB and the structural phases that are present within it are ambiguous, the almost exclusive 

spontaneous strain behaviour in BiFeO3-PbTiO3 within the tetragonal region is widely accepted [4, 7, 8, 9, 

10]. Typical MPB containing ferroelectric solid solutions show spontaneous strain behaviour analogous to 

that shown in Figure 3, however in BiFeO3-PbTiO3 it is observed to increase with decreasing lead titanate 

content reaching approximately 18% at 70mol% BiFeO3. 
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It is also worth mentioning that the validity of the Landau coefficients which are often extrapolated from 

a single experimental dataset and therefore can be limited for general use. For example coefficients that are 

interpolated from experimental data from a BiFeO3 thin film may be suitable for the individual experiment 

and potentially to other BiFeO3 thin films. However they may not be suitable for describing other systems 

such as polycrystalline and/or single crystal systems. Whilst the Landau coefficients for PbTiO3 are an 

established set┸ to the author╆s knowledge the Landau coefficients from いなはう have not been used since the 
original work. The agreement between experimental and theoretical phase diagrams highlights the validity 

of the BiFeO3 coefficients for general use and may be useful in providing a theoretical description of other 

ferroelectric solid solutions containing a BiFeO3 end member. 

The ability to construct a structural phase diagram that is somewhat in agreement with experimental 

observations whilst incorrectly describing the spontaneous strain behaviour may shed light on the validity of applying Vegard╆s law to the Landau coefficients of each end member. The free energy of rhombohedral 

and tetragonal phases may be primarily dictated by the second and sixth-order terms in Equation (1), and 

Figure 2 suggests that applying a linear relation to model the compositional-dependence of these 

coefficients between each end member is valid. The inability to accurately describe the spontaneous strain 

behaviour in Figure 3 implies that applying a linear relationship between the fourth-order power terms, 

which dictates the spontaneous strain, may be over-simplified and invalid. A deeper understanding of the 

dynamics of fourth-order coefficients may be achieved through experimental means as in Refs. [24, 25] or 

through the exploration of more complex relationships as in Ref. [18]. 

4 Conclusions 

An LD derived structural phase transition for the BiFeO3-PbTiO3 solid solution has been constructed. The 

compositional dependence of the solid solution was treated as a linear relation between the Curie-Weiss 

constant, fourth-order and sixth-order dielectric stiffness coefficients and electrostriction coefficients of the 

end members. Initial results show no orthorhombic phase is present at compositions containing 60, 65, 

67.5, 70, 75 and 80mol% BiFeO3 at any temperature. By simultaneously solving and evaluating the free 

energy for the rhombohedral and tetragonal phases, a complete phase diagram was constructed showing 

the MPB was found to be located at 0.696BiFeO3-0.304PbTiO3 at 25°C and showed a temperature 

dependence. However the methodology used in this study is unable to describe the spontaneous strain 

behaviour of BiFeO3-PbTiO3. This introduces limitations with regard to the validity of further calculated 

properties. If we cannot describe properties that we already know, how valid is it to describe properties 

that we do not know? Efforts are currently being made to overcome this issue and calculate piezoelectric 

and dielectric properties. 
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Figure 1: A comparison of the Landau-Devonshire calculated free energies in the rhombohedral, 

orthorhombic and tetragonal phases in (x)BiFeO3-(1-x)PbTiO3 for (a) x= 0.60, (b) x=0.65, (c) x=0.675, 

(d) x=0.70, (e) x=0.75, and (f) x=0.80 
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Figure 2: Landau-Devonshire derived structural phase diagram of the (x)BiFeO3 - (1-x)PbTiO3 Solid Solution. 

The original phase diagram constructed by Fedulov et al. [1] has been superimposed for comparison with 

the shaded area representing the region of rhombohedral-tetragonal coexistence 
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Figure 3: Landau-Devonshire derived spontaneous strain vs composition at 25°C. Experimental results from 

Refs. [4], [8] & [23] have been superimposed for comparison 


